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Turmoil in LACERS’ board

Disrespectful remarks by some board members hinder the $17bn fund's
ability to retain investment staff and consultants, say LACERS insiders

 Dietrich Knauth | 09 Mar 2018

Pension boards have an important duty to oversee the investment

apparatus that ensure that retirees will be paid their promised benefits —

but what happens if a board member goes too far, becoming more attack

dog than watch dog?

That was an accusation recently leveled at a public meeting of the Los

Angeles City Employees’ Retirement System (LACERS), when the $17bn

fund’s recently-retired general manager spoke up to protest what he saw

as “breakdowns in board decorum” that were interfering with the plan’s

ability to recruit and retain the staff and consultants needed to meet the

city’s investment goals.

Pension trustees face a difficult task in striking the right oversight balance —

often working part-time to oversee investment staff that are making day-to-

day decisions in a complicated industry where trustees often have little

direct expertise. Education, training, and relationship management are all

important tools in such a context, allowing board members to ask

productive questions without being either needlessly antagonistic nor a
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rubber stamp for investment staff, according to Matrice Ellis-Kirk, a

managing director at RSR Partners who has offered governance

consulting and recruiting services to the boards of pension plans,

investment managers, and public and private companies.

“You’re not looking to have a monolith,” Ellis-Kirk told MMR. “The most

important part of a board is having diversity of thought. What you’re trying

to do is create an environment where you can get honest information, get

transparency, and hold people accountable without making them want to

run or hide. Hostile environments do not create that.”

The backstory

In LACERS’ case, the question is how to move back from a hostile

environment, like the one described by the system’s retired general

manager, Thomas Moutes. Moutes retired from LACERS in 2017, but

didn’t go far, returning in at least two separate meetings to criticize the

board during the public comments period. Moutes opened the January 23

board meeting with a broadside against a board member whose attitude

had allegedly driven away investment staff members and the system’s

private equity consultant.

“For the last few years I have observed an unfortunate trend – a breakdown

in the decorum on the board,” Moutes said. “It has been most apparent in

the way some board members interact with staff and consultants at board

and committee meetings. Specifically, when some board members treat

staff members with disrespect, either through unnecessary mean-spirited

comments or drippingly sarcastic tones of voice.”

Moutes did not name names during his public comment, but many of his

criticisms pointed to Nilza Serrano, who was appointed to the LACERS

board by Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti in 2014, and who has previously

clashed with staff and consultants over LACERS’ recent private equity

consulting search, its manager fees, and its hiring of women-owned and

minority-owned asset managers.
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In July, Serrano accused LACERS’ private equity consultant, Portfolio

Advisors, of “manipulating numbers” and “lying” about the results of its

recommended private equity investments, which Portfolio Advisors and

some of its other clients disputed (MMR, 7/14/2017). After the dust settled,

Portfolio Advisors, which said it had been “thrown under the bus” by a

board member who was “grandstanding” and hadn’t done her homework,

declined to participate in LACERS’ new search for private equity consulting

services. Portfolio Advisors received a one-year contract extension to

bridge the gap until LACERS finds a new consultant in its rebooted search.

“When board members unnecessarily berate or inappropriately question

the integrity of the consultants, why would those or other great consultants

want to work for an agency that treats them in such a manner?” Moutes

said at the January 23 meeting. “I would suggest that some of the best

consultants will not want to work for an agency that has such a reputation,

and you will be stuck choosing among lesser consultants who are willing to

take the abuse because they are desperate for the business. That would be

a disservice to your members.”

Serrano did not respond to a request for comment on this story, and

Moutes could not be reached for additional comment. LACERS board

members did not directly address Moutes’ comments at the meeting.

Serrano has also sharply questioned investment staff after learning that a

staff member had accepted another, similar job, with a different Los

Angeles pension system, another point which Moutes referenced.

“I find it interesting that the board member that most frequently treats staff

in a disrespectful manner is the same board member who sometimes asks

why staff members transfer from LACERS to other city departments,”

Moutes said. “I dont mean to suggest that the sole reason that staff

members transfer is the disrespectful treatment by the board, but why

would staff members want to stay if they are treated that way by a board

member? And to treat staff that way, and then wonder why, out loud,

people are leaving, is just dumbfounding.”

Preparing board members for a new challenge
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Public pension plan boards also face additional challenges above and

beyond what a typical corporate board will face, Ellis-Kirk said. For one

thing, their meetings are both public and more frequent, opening them up

to more scrutiny than company boards. And pension boards don’t get to

pick their colleagues, often following structures, like LACERS’, that include

a mix of elected board members and political appointees. Those structures

can make it difficult or impossible to remove or coerce a board member

who is not working well with colleagues or investment staff, Ellis-Kirk said.

The inflexibility of a board’s composition creates additional pressure to

bring board members up to speed quickly, and most boards emphasize

best practices like having good written policies about board member

behavior, providing training and support for new board members, and

checking in periodically to ensure that everyone is keeping up with their

responsibilities, Ellis-Kirk said. The board’s president or chair usually

shoulders those additional burdens, she added.

One specific recommendation that can help is making sure that board

members get a second training session a short time after joining a board,

so that they can ask educated questions after their initial acclamation.

“You’re drinking through a fire hose at that point, so it’s really hard to retain

all of that information you received,” Ellis-Kirk said. “It’s equally important

to have an additional training three weeks or so afterwards to ensure that

they have the opportunity to ask questions when they have a better

understanding of the organization.”

Board members vs staff

Questions about decorum can cut both ways, though, and after Moutes

spoke up at a second meeting after his retirement, LACERS board member

Elizabeth Greenwood shot back that she was “sorry” to see Moutes

“misunderstand” the oversight role of the board. Moutes in that second

meeting had called out Greenwood by name, asking the investment

committee not to entertain a possible suggestion from her to include

another firm in its pool of private equity consulting finalists. Greenwood

said she had “no idea why he would come up here and say that.”
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Greenwood, a deputy Los Angeles city attorney who was elected by active

LACERS members in 2009, said that the board asks tough questions in

order to understand what staff is doing and to move the retirement system

forward in a positive way.

“I’m going to ask questions, I’m going to challenge you, I’m going to,

hopefully at least, push you,” Greenwood said. “And I expect you to answer

the questions and push back and challenge me. What I’m trying to do is

understand what you do as staff so I can help make the best decision

possible. I will not forgo that because of the discomfort of a former

employee and I would not forgo that because of the discomfort of an

active employee…. We are here as a team. You guys are hired as full-time

employees and we come in twice a month, but we are a team in managing

this city department.”
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